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Executive Summary
The aim of "WP5 Dynamic Brokerage and Federation: Realization" is realising the decisions
taken with respect t to the federation, brokerage and offloading. The objectives to target are
related with the management of hybrid infrastructures within a federation implementing
different techniques for the needs of the different scenarios supported in the project.
This report "D.5.5 Quality, security and privacy enforcement design and specification” delivers
the specification of the mechanisms for ensuring quality, security and privacy in the BASMATI
ecosystem. The report will also include the integrated monitoring functions as well as provides
description of data management to enable data processing / analytics within the platform.
This document outlines the management approach selected to drive the quality of service (QoS)
within the platform, providing detailed specification and design of the software modules
involved in the process. The report describes in detail the Service Level Agreement (SLA)
Framework adapted to support BASMATI federation concept defined in "D.4.1 Dynamic Cloud
Brokerage Federation: Design and specification". The report also includes information related to
the Data Management within the federation describing the different data categories identified
as well as a set of concerns applicable in federated data management scenarios.
The report is accompanying the software modules developed for the quality enforcement and
data management within federation, which will be delivered as part of D.5.6 [6].
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1 Introduction
The management of contract issues between different entities within the cloud computing
paradigm is a topic of high importance, there have been many articles and scientific papers
written about the topic, as well as several specifications or standards have been raised up during
the last years [7][8][9][10].
The European commission recognizes Cloud potential to improve competitiveness, thanks to its
continuous evolution, to be adapted in new and rapidly growing dynamic environments. In that
context, the Cloud Computing Strategy calls for the development of standardization guidelines.
In February 2013 the European Commission, DG Connect set up a subgroup on Service Level
Agreements (C-SIG-SLA) to work on these aspects in conjunction with other international
initiatives in the same area, taking into consideration that the best approach to maximize impact
is tackle the topic at international level.
As pointed out by Juan A., Pages E. [11], the SLAs are a key tool, as they can provide
transparency, assurance and therefore trust for the entities involved in the negotiations. Welldefined SLAs can offer fair and transparent conditions for Cloud service trading in Europe as well
as for cross-border federated cloud scenarios.
BASMATI project aims at the realization of an innovative brokerage platform targeting scalable
management of heterogeneous distributed and federated resources. In federated clouds we
have to deal with the deployment and management of both internal and external cloud
computing services, to satisfy the business needs. In the aforementioned case, a federation is
the union of several CSPs that perform a common action binding the management of the interconnected clouds through a common Quality of Service (QoS) policy.
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1.1 Relation to Other Deliverables

Figure 1 D5.5 Relation to other deliverables

The “D.2.3 Global Architecture Design” [1] describes the architecture of the BASMATI platform,
the specification of the software modules included within this report belongs to the federation
management layer described in the overall architecture document. The dynamic cloud
federation concept has been described in “D.4.1 Dynamic Cloud Federation: Design and
Specification” [2], which presents the initial requirements and functionalities of the software
components within the Federation Business Logic module of the architecture. This report, “D.5.5
Quality, security and privacy quality enforcement: Design and specification”[5] follow the
specifications defined in D.4.1 [2] in order to implement the mechanisms for ensuring quality,
security and privacy in the BASMATI environment. Due to the management of the agreements
between different entities which plays and important role, this report has links with of the
technical reports across WP3, WP4, and WP5.

1.2 Structure of Deliverable
The outline of this document is as follows:




Section 1 introduces the scope of the report, depicts the relation with other BASMATI
reports and describes the document structure.
Section 2 describes the approach adopted in BASMATI for the management of the
quality of service
Section 3 describes the approach adopted in BASMATI for the management of security
and privacy issues related to the whole platform, to generic data storage and
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management, and to the management of data gathered by the platform during the
demonstration of the use cases at DAS FEST.

2 QoS Framework Management
Since cloud based services are often acquired over distributed, service-oriented systems, offered
by cloud service producers (CSPs) to be used by application consumers, common concerns with
regards to cloud adoption; compliance, security, privacy and integrity, rely on the inability for
users to measure, monitor and control activities and operations in the Cloud’s third-party
infrastructure, especially in a hybrid, multi-provider or federated approach. This is commonly
understood as a provider’s lack of transparency. Improving transparency of Cloud services
increases adoption of cloud, and this is beneficial for everyone: consumers and producers alike.
Cloud Service Level Agreements (Cloud SLAs) form an important component of a contractual
relationship as SLAs are binding contracts among cloud application consumers and cloud service
providers (CSPs). Service Level Agreements specify cloud service provider and cloud service user
consensus in the cloud based services to be provided. SLA terms must be defined in a way that
all parties have the same understanding of what is being provided and which objectives need to
be meet (SLOs), standardizing aspects of SLAs improves the clarity and increases the
understanding as nowadays different CSPs and deployment models will be required for different
approaches to managing the SLAs, the ETSI Cloud Standards defines the principles for the
development of SLA standards for cloud computing with the objective of handling the SLA
management complexity, however these principles are not intended to be limiting nor to even
set model terms.
ETSI Cloud Standards principles are listed below [12]:
-

-

-

-

Cloud services can be built using any number of technologies so no particular cloud stack
should be assumed, therefore technology neutrality is a necessary foundation for defining
SLAs.
Cloud services may be funded by different payment methods as well as remedies for
failures to achieve SLOs can also take different actions or compensations, therefore
business model neutral approach is recommended.
Cloud services have a global audience, the agreements that govern cloud services must take
into account world-wide applicability across different markets.
The services level objectives (SLOs) to be achieved by the SLAs should remain unambiguous
to ensure the effective standardization of cloud SLAs, so it is crucial to ensure that the
definition of the guarantee terms associated with the services are up-to-date and consistent
with an evolving cloud services landscape.
SLOs are often associated with metrics, for cloud service consumers to make informed
decisions when choosing cloud services; it is best if the SLOs offered by each CSPs for
similar service can be easily compared.
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-

-

Conformance through disclosure is mandatory; CSPs should document their method of
achieving SLOs as SLAs can be defined in different ways, some of which depend on the
specific cloud service.
The approach selected to manage cloud SLAs must be able to span from the smallest cloud
service customer to the largest.
While many of the concepts from traditional distributed computing SLAs apply to cloud
SLAs, the specific needs of cloud computing must be recognized and accounted for.
Before introducing a particular concept for cloud SLAs, we should look for proof points to
ensure concept is viable from both technical and business perspectives.
It is important for the cloud service customer to understand the complete set of documents
that govern the cloud service and to identify SLOs wherever they occur, so information is
crucial to illustrate and specify the concepts that should be addressed rather than
structure.

The QoS management framework used in BASMATI is WS-Agreement compliant, the
aforementioned WS-Agreement specifications were developed by the participants of the
GRAAP Working Group (Grid Resource Allocation and Agreement Protocol WG) of the Compute
Area of the Open Grid Forum (OGF) and becomes one of the main active standards for defining
cloud SLAs. The objective of the WS-Agreement specification is to define a language and a
protocol for advertising the capabilities of CSPs and creating agreements based on templates,
and for monitoring agreement compliance at runtime. WS-Agreement extends the classical
service discovery and usage model since it allows service consumers to dynamically negotiate
the quality with which the service is provided.

2.1 Agreement Structure and Service Description
In order to model the contracts between the different entities involved in the federation,
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) (based on WS-agreement standard) are required for all
descriptions of the service, the information of the agreement is divided in several categories
where each category or contract is a SLA following the international standard known as WSAgreement specification. This standard is structured as follows:
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Figure 2 WS Agreement Structure

The Agreement Context comprises the following information:
●

Identity of the initiating party in the agreement

●

Identity of the responding party in the agreement

●

Date at which the agreement takes effect

●

Date at which the agreement expires

●

An eventual Agreement template identifier from which the agreement has been
derived.

The Service Description section provides a link to the service topology template document
describing the cloud service in terms of (See BEAM format for further details on service
topology):
●

Hardware nodes

●

Middleware nodes

●

Software configuration nodes

●

Inter node relationships

●

Details relating to the materialisation of the different nodes.

The Service Deployment Conditions provide precise information about the nature of the cloud
provisioning to be performed for the deployment of the required service:
●

Placement Algorithm

●

Cloud Provider Technology
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●

Geographical localisation

●

Security and Access Requirements

●

Scalability Requirements and Thresholds

●

Other Application Environment Specific Information

The Service Deployment Guarantees provide precise information about the operational
conditions that are expected to be ensured for the service and the required key performance
indicators:
●

Monitoring probe descriptions

●

Required values or ranges

●

Application Performance Reporting

●

Failure Signalling and Corrective Behaviour

●

Application State Change Triggers

●

Commercial Agreement Violations

Most of this information can be extracted from the declarative part of the topology defined in
the TOSCA document (which is part of the Basmati Enhanced Application Model--BEAM). The
agreement context, service description and service deployment conditions information can be
obtained from the topology description, while the service deployment guarantees needs to be
provided by the application owner in order to fulfil the SLOs that the service require to archive.

2.2 Agreement categories
Find below the categories selected to manage the contracts (SLAs) at different platform levels:
●

Service provided to a customer by the Basmati platform operator

●

Service provided to a Basmati platform operator by a cloud service provider

●

Service provided to a Basmati platform operator by an application service provider

●

Service provided to a Basmati platform operator by a member of a Basmati federation

The Customer Service Level Agreements are to be created as the result of an interactive service
selection and refinement process performed by a customer of an operator of a Basmati
platform.
●

The agreement defines the level and nature of the service expected by the customer.
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●

The agreement may also define and impose the terms under which the customer is
authorised to use the service

●

The agreement may define commercial aspects of the service such as price

The Cloud Provider Service Level Agreements are required by each cloud provider interface of a
Basmati platform interface for the description and management of the offer of service in terms
of:
●

The quota descriptions of resources made available through the interface by the
provider.

●

The commercial conditions and pricing for the offered resources

●

The management of placement, reservation, consumption and release of the resources

●

The commercial conditions concerning the invoicing and payment of resource usage by
the Basmati platform operator.

The Application Service Level Agreements are required for the description and management of
applications made available for integration and deployment by Basmati platform operators for
use by their customers.
●

The descriptions of application resource requirements and topology

●

The commercial conditions and pricing for the offered applications and components

●

The management of placement, reservation, consumption and release of the
applications

●

The commercial conditions concerning the invoicing and payment of application usage
by the Basmati platform operator.

The Cloud federation member Service Level Agreements are a combination of the cloud
resource and application provider agreements providing a complete description of offers of
service by a particular member of a cloud federation.
●

The quota descriptions of resources made available through the collection of provider
interfaces by the federation member.

●

The commercial conditions and pricing for the offered applications and resources

●

The management of placement, reservation, consumption and release of the
applications and resources
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●

The commercial conditions concerning the invoicing and payment of resource and
application usage by the Basmati platform operator.

In each of the preceding cases of the Provider, Application and Federation Member Service Level
Agreements, the Service Level Agreement manager component, of the corresponding Basmati
platform operator, is responsible for the management and delivery of the agreement details to
the other components of the system.
In the particular case where a Basmati platform operator makes available their applications and
cloud resources to other Basmati platform operators, then the service level agreement manager
is responsible for the delivery of the corresponding agreement details to the other member(s) of
the resulting federation relationship.

2.3 Federation SLA Management
In order to tackle the challenge of managing the federation of several CSPs a Federated SLA
Management component is required within the BASMATI’s architecture. As one federated
cloud based application in BASMATI can have one or more dependences on underlying cloud
service providers, the defined SLAs should include the agreed terms between the CSPs and the
application controller (in this case the different SLAs should all be linked to the same application
controller).
In order to support the modelling of the SLA relationships, the implementation at the modelling
level could take different approaches:



All SLAs are independently modelled and their interactions are only modelled through a
particular property in the SLA.
In a more integrated approach, all SLAs might be modelled in one composite/master SLA.

The second approach could become too complex to manage, particularly in cloud environments
where the resources might be distributed and dynamically changing over time. The first
approach requires the management of the relationship between different members of the
federation and its specific role.
In BASMATI the Federation Service Level Agreement used is a derivation, or specialization, of
the international standard known as WS-Agreement. The extension describes a new service
description element that will be used to describe the technical and commercial details of a
mono or bi-direction relationship between two federation members.
2.3.1
REQ1
REQ2
REQ3

Technical Requirements Specification
Allow the SLA composition to support the modelling of the SLA hierarchy in federated
scenarios.
Specify within a SLA which are the entities that are involved under which context and
role.
An SLO specification should include all the appropriate information that can assist in
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REQ4

REQ5
REQ6

REQ7
2.3.2

its proper monitoring and assessment by an underlying service management system.
In the federated approach, we might need to express complex qualifying conditions
for the applicability of an SLA both on service provisioning terms as well as on the
client. In this case it is better to map this to an extensive modelling of conditions or
events and not just simple conditions.
Remedial actions in case of penalties should be available beforehand in order to be
able to make the respective association.
As there can be different service level provisioning periods, it is imperative that these
periods are associated with different levels of service comprising the different SLOs to
be offered during these periods.
Define the settlement conditions in case of critical situations, specifying the amount
of low-level SLOs violated which cause the cancelation of the high-level agreement.
Use-case Description

Here we shall see the different forms of Federation Agreement topologies that can be imagined
resulting from the combination of the agreement context parameters.
Use Case
Simple Half Duplex

Description
Directional relation to allow access to the
provisioning capacity to satisfy the demand.

Simple Full Duplex

Two federation members agree to share their
resources.

Duplex Chain

Each federation member is in a relation with one
or two federation members.
There is a Management member within the
federation that would enter in individual
agreements.
There is a Management member that would
allow point to point operation.
All Federation Members connected.

Captive

Captive Duplex Chain
Multipoint Full
Duplex
Captive Multipoint

2.3.2.1

All Federation Members connected between
them and with a federation management
member.

Actor Involved
Application Service
Provider, Cloud
Service Provider
Application Service
Provider, Cloud
Service Provider
Several ASPs and
CPS
Several ASPs and
CPS
Several ASPs and
CPS
Several ASPs and
CPS
Several ASPs and
CPS

Agreement Context Examples

2.3.2.1.1 HalfDuplex Federation Offer
In this example the initiator is presenting an offer of federated service to another partner with
an aim to making the best use of their resources through sharing within a federation.
<agreement
Name=halfDuplexFederationOffer
BASMATI Deliverable 5.5
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initiator=member1
responder=member2
serviceprovider=initiator
initiation=now expiration=never
template=example1/>

2.3.2.1.2 HalfDuplex Federation Request
In this example the initiator is requesting an offer of federated service from another partner
with an aim to satisfying their need for resources for their provision of application service to
their customers.
<agreement
Name=halfDuplexFederationRequest
initiator=member1
responder=member2
serviceprovider=responder
initiation=now expiration=never
template=example2/>

2.3.2.1.3 Full Duplex Federation Relationship
In this case two federation members agree to share their resources and the afferent costs and
revenue to their mutual benefit for the provision of application services to their individual and
eventually mutual customers.
<agreement
Name=fullDuplexFederation
initiator=member1
responder=member2
serviceprovider=both
initiation=now expiration=never
template=example3/>

2.4 Provider SLA Manager
The Service Level Agreement Manager (SLAM) components within BASMATI architecture are
responsible for the management activities associated with the binding contracts between the
Application Controller module and both federated and non-federated Cloud Service Providers
(CSPs) managed by the AMENENSIK cloud module. The set of activities, which allow the
establishment of an agreement between consumers and providers, includes the definition of
SLA templates, the agreement negotiation and the agreement evaluation. This final activity will
BASMATI Deliverable 5.5
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take into account monitoring information provided by the Monitoring Provider module within
BASMATI as well as monitoring information coming from monitoring probes and provider
information at application level. After evaluation, recovery actions can be triggered in case of
violation detection.
2.4.1
REQ1

REQ2
REQ3
REQ4
REQ5
REQ6

REQ7
REQ8

2.4.2

Technical Requirements Specification
Provider’s ability to specify a SLA Template: For a resource provider, a clear step-bystep procedure describing how to write an SLA template to provide the correct (and
possible legal) service description
Providers’ SLA Template Publication: A provider has to be able to publish its service
offers, as well as to manage already published offers.
Developer’s ability to perform SLA Discovery: A developer has to be able to browse
and compare offers in a federated marketplace.
SLA Negotiation: Bargaining-like transaction to agree SLA conditions between the
customer and the provider.
Developers’ ability to monitor agreed SLAs: Provide measures of the ongoing process,
i.e. system values related to the SLA for internal and external usage
Developers’ ability to evaluate agreed SLAs: Comparing all the terms of the signed SLA
with the metrics provided by the monitoring, in order to internally prevent upcoming
violations and to externally discover potential violations
SLA Re-negotiation: Changing the terms of an already accepted (enforced) SLA.
(optional)
Remedial Actions: Charging the consumer for the use of services contracted by
signing SLAs.
Use-case Description

This section describes functionalities and use-case diagrams for Provider SLA Manager (PSLAM).
In the scope of BASMATI, a Provider should be seen as a Cloud Service Provider (CSP) while the
Developer role belongs to Application Controller (AC) BASMATI software module.
The table below summarizes the functionalities provided by the component in accordance with
the defined use-cases:
Use Case

Description

SLA Template
Management
SLA Discovery

Considers all necessary operations to allow providers
to publish and un-publish SLA Templates

SLA Negotiation

BASMATI Deliverable 5.5

Actor
Involved
Provider

Developers can discover/view associated SLA Developer
Templates with a Service
Defines the processes in which providers and Provider
developers agree on Service Terms. Once an Developer
agreement is reached, the negotiation results in a
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binding agreement among both parties to deliver a
reliable service to the Developer, and sets the basis for
the prosecution of the agreement (SLA Enforcement
Use Case)
Having an agreement in place, it describes the process
of monitoring the execution of a service instance and
evaluating if the service’s associated agreement
contract is satisfied.
Both Developers and Providers can access remedial
action information on Service usage and SLA violations

SLA Enforcement

SLA Remedial
Actions

Provider
Developer

Provider
Developer

The following tables in the next sub-sections are going to describe in more details each of the
use-cases defined.
2.4.2.1

Uses Case 1- SLA Template Management

Description

SLA Template Management: Publish and un-publish SLA Templates.

Actors

Provider (Cloud Service Provider - CSP)


Objectives






PreConditions



Creation of the template, including the selection of QoS metrics that can
be monitored and the boundary values.
Publication of the SLA Template to the SLA Template registry.
Update of the SLA Template once published and modification of metrics
considered.
Deletion of SLA once it is no longer necessary for the provider.
Creation of a SLA Template requires of existence of QoS monitoring
metrics.
Update and Deletion of SLA Templates requires a existing SLA Template

1. The CSPs want to publish an SLA Template. In order to do so, the provider
has to create the SLA template.
2. CSPs will include both the Service Terms and Guarantee terms:
a) Service description terms are the terms needed to instantiate or to
Steps

identify the service linked to this agreement template.
b) Guarantee terms describe the service levels the parties agree to.
3. Once the SLA Template is created for the service, it can be published.
a) Multiple SLA templates can be associated to a service in order to
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support multiple service level categories, in a generic approach.
b) For all published Service Level Agreement templates it is possible
to update values associated to Service Description Terms and
Guarantee terms.
Postconditions

A SLA Templates can be published or unpublished

Diagram

Notes
2.4.2.2

Uses Case 2- SLA Discovery

Description
Actors

Objectives
PreConditions
Steps

Postconditions

SLA Discovery: Enables Application Controller to access / view to SLA Templates
related to a selected service.
Application Controller (AC)


Allow Developers to check Service Level Agreements service and
guarantee terms a provider has established for a given service.



A SLA described using the WS-Agreement schema has been defined for
the Service.

1. Discover the SLAs templates associated to a given Service.
2. Once selected a Service, developer can access the service terms defined
by the provider for this service.


BASMATI Deliverable 5.5
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Diagram

See WS-Agreement specification for further details.

Notes
2.4.2.3

Uses Case 3- SLA Negotiation

Description

Actors

SLA Negotiation: Process in which providers and customers agree on
ServiceTerms of the Agreement.
Cloud Service Provider
Application Controller


Objectives

PreConditions

Steps

Define the negotiation process between an agreement initiator and an
agreement responder
Agree on the SLOs that need to be fulfilled.




The CSPs have offered SLA templates for the Service.
The Application Controller has selected a SLA Template for a given
Service.
The SLA Negotiation protocol, between a customer and a provider, as defined
in the WS-Agreement, is as follows:
1. The provider publishes a template describing the Service and its possible
Guarantee Terms, including the QoS and possible remedial actions in case
of violation. This template can leave blank fields to be modified as
required.
2. The customer fetches the template in order to remove/add/modify terms
according to its SLO needs. The provider will be able to reject the
modifications later on in the process. The new document is sent back to
the provider. It is based on the WS-Agreement schema and called a
‘quota request’.
3. After evaluation of whatever parameters are relevant for the provider, it
returns a provisional answer, sending a quote back to the consumer. The
agreement has not yet been reached and the quote is not legally binding
in any case.
4. When the customer is satisfied with the terms of the quote they will
apply their signature generating an agreement offer document.
5. The provider decides to reject or accept the offer. In case of acceptance
the offer is signed by the provider and consequently the Agreement is
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generated and becomes legally binding for both parties,.
[2-3] These steps describe an optional process, in the case where the template
contains modifiable terms, and can be repeated as many times as required
until a bilateral agreement is reached. The process can be defined in a simple
manner in the case that the SLA Template does not include any modifiable
terms.
Postconditions



The negotiation process results in a binding contract (so-called
Agreement) between both parties. It sets the basis for the prosecution of
the agreement (See next use case).

Diagram

The agreement state implements the following state model:

Notes
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Pending. an agreement offer has been made but it has been neither
accepted nor rejected
PendingAndTerminating. A pending agreement has been created and
the agreement initiator terminated the pending agreement before it
was accepted by the agreement responder. The agreement remains in
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2.4.2.4

this state until the termination process is completed.
Rejected. A pending agreement has been rejected.
Observed. An agreement offer has been made and accepted.
ObservedAndTerminating. An agreement was accepted by the
agreement responder and was subsequently terminated. The
agreement remains in this state until the termination process is
completed.
Complete. All services associated with the agreement are finished. An
agreement changes its state to ‘completed ‘ if all service term states
are Completed.
Terminated. An agreement has been terminated by the agreement
initiator and the termination process is finished.

Uses Case 4- SLA Enforcement

Description

Actors

SLA Enforcement: Describes the process to perform monitoring and evaluation
of an agreed SLA.
Cloud Service Provider
Application Controller

Objectives
PreConditions

Steps

Postconditions




Enable both parties to monitor the terms agreed in the SLA at runtime.
Apply the pre-defined consequences in case of penalties or rewards.



An SLA agreement is in place

1. The agreed SLA guarantee terms are monitored from the available
information provided by the service instance during execution.
2. When a monitored parameter reaches a warning threshold that repeats
for the penalty interval, a warning is generated and remedial actions are
invoked to attempt return to normal execution values.
3. When a monitored parameter reaches a violation threshold that repeats
for the penalty interval, a violation is detected. The violation information
is available for the interested components within the architecture.
[2] This step is optional; the warning values needs to be defined in advance.
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Diagram

See WS-Agreement specification for further details.

Notes
2.4.2.5

Uses Case 5- SLA Remedial Actions

Description

Actors

SLA Remedial Actions:
Application Controller
Cloud Service Provider

Objectives
PreConditions
Steps
Postconditions





Notify violations to other component within the architecture in order to
take remedial decisions and actions.
An agreement is in place.
A violation threshold has been reached and a penalty action has been
raised.

(See step 3 of SLA Enforcement).


A re-negotiation use case may result from the remedial actions
associated with a violation.

Diagram

(See SLA Enforcement diagram)

Notes

---
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2.5 Component Design
2.5.1 Component functional description
The SLA management module plays an important role within the BASMATI architecture, being
the mechanism where through which a user must enforce guarantees around their Business
Level Objectives (BLOs).

Figure 3 SLA Management workflow

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The service level agreement manager component is the referential source for the
coordination of the descriptions of service and the corresponding customers’
requirements.
Service description is stored in the application repository.
The service level agreement manager informs the decision maker to initiate a service
delivery and management operation.
The decision maker working with the resource broker builds the application state for the
application controller.
The application controller requests deployment of an application state from the cloud
service provisioning component.
Monitoring and fault detection probes and behaviour are created in the signalling layer.
Monitoring information is processed during service operation.
Events and alerts are signalled to the SLA manager.
The SLA manager requests intervention by the decision maker.

In a more detailed view, the following diagram depicts the different components of the Basmati
Architecture and their participation in the development and flow of the information contained
in the SLA/BEAM documents describing and controlling the service delivered to customers of the
Platform.
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Customer
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Knowledge
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Federation
Monitoring

Application
Repository

Decision Maker

Application
Controller

Resource Broker

kernel

Federation Cloud Deployment

Cloud
Deployment

RCS

Data Manager

Figure 4 BASMATI components involved in SLA workflow

Customer Requirements
The Customer Requirements describe the Service to be delivered by the Operator of the
Basmati Platform, it will result in an SLA document accompanied by a BEAM/TOSCA manifest
and the collection of subscription configuration information that will be presented to the
Basmati SLA Manager.
SLA Management
The Basmati SLA Manager will receive the documents describing the Customer’s requirements
and will perform their preliminary processing and their storage in the Application Repository.
These documents will provide:





The service context, customer account details and contract duration
The service description in terms of its node composition, topology and configuration
The service deployment conditions
The service deployment performance indicators and guarantees.

This information will be refined and elaborated upon by subsequent component operations.
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The SLA Manager will be responsible for the processing of the Business Value defined behaviour
response to signalling, received from both the Federation Cloud Deployment and the
Federation Monitoring, concerning incidents and violations detected during the management of
monitoring of Application Guarantees and Objectives.
The SLA Manager will communicate with the Decision Maker and Application Controller during
the processing of signalling received from Federation Cloud Deployment and or Federation
Monitoring during the management of incidents and violations detected during delivery of
service to the Customer.
Application Repository
The Application Repository provides the central storage mechanisms in which the various
documents describing not only the customer’s requirements are stored but also all aspects
relating to the operational deployment, monitoring profiling, and control.
Decision Maker
The Decision Maker is responsible for the transformation of the high-level aspects of the
customer’s requirements into operational and deployment details.
Working in conjunction with the Resource Broker, and eventually with information made
available by the Knowledge Extractor, the Decision Maker will elaborate precise details, for the
deployment of the customer service, in the BEAM deployment description document.
The Decision Maker will deliver the BEAM document to the Application Controller requesting
the construction of the described Application States.
Resource Broker
The resource broker will work in conjunction with the information retrieved from the
Federation Cloud Deployment component to discover and provide alternative resource
configurations to assist the Decision Maker in the preparation of the BEAM deployment
description document.
The Resource Broker will extract priced provider resource quota information and associated geoplacement information from the Federation Cloud Deployment through the corresponding OCCI
interfaces. Due to the constantly evolving nature of this information, managed by the
Federation Cloud Deployment, it must be extracted each time when required for contribution
to the Decision Maker’s processing requests.

Federation Cloud Deployment
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The Federation Cloud Deployment will make available the priced provider resource quota
information and the associated geo-placement information for use by the Resource Broker. This
information may be requested, and subsequently delivered, either through the standard lowlevel OCCI interface of the KERNEL component of the ACE platform or by the execution of a high
level OCCISCRIPT through the Remote Command Service interface.
The Federation Cloud Deployment will provide and perform the TOSCA/BEAM transformation
operation producing the deployment MANIFEST/AGREEMENTS, for use by the Application
Controller through the Remote Command Service interface.
The Federation Cloud Deployment will perform service instance creation, in response to
requests received from the Application Controller, for each of the Service Level Agreements of
the individual Application States.
Service Instance creation will be performed through the standard low-level OCCI interface of the
KERNEL component of the ACE platform. The resulting Service Instance Identifier, returned by
the Federation Cloud Deployment, will be stored and associated with the corresponding
Application State, by the Application Controller, allowing management of the Service Life Cycle
of the Application State within the Life Cycle of the Application Control instance, responsible for
the management of the delivery of the Customer Service.
The Federation Cloud Deployment will perform Cloud Resource Deployment and Termination in
response to START and STOP actions received from the Application Controller resulting
decisions arising during the of the Customer Service Delivery Management Life Cycle.
The Federation Cloud Deployment will coordinate the installation and configuration of all
software packages described by the Configuration Actions of the Manifest and resulting from
the conversion of the corresponding TOSCA/BEAM Node Implementation descriptions.
The Federation Cloud Deployment will coordinate the installation and configuration of the
Federation Monitoring Agents for the delivery of system monitoring information to the
Federation Monitoring controller platform.
The Federation Cloud Deployment will coordinate the installation and configuration of the
monitoring probes required for the processing of the Application Objectives and Constraints
described in the Service Level Agreement of the Customer’s Requirements.
The Federation Cloud Deployment will perform the collection, processing and signalling
required for the management of the Application Objectives and Constraints and will signal, all
incidents and violations, back to the SLA Manager.
Federation Monitoring
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Federation Monitoring agents will be installed, by the execution of scripts, described in the
Node Implementation sections of the TOSCA/BEAM document, by the Federation Cloud
Deployment.
The Federation Monitoring agents will deliver System Monitoring information back to the
Federation Monitoring platform for processing, filtering, incident and violation detection and
signalling.
Data resulting from the combined activity of the Federation Monitoring agents and platform
will be made available for management by the Data Management component and the
Knowledge Extractor.
Knowledge Extractor
The Knowledge Extractor will be responsible for the processing of system monitoring
information received from the Federation Monitoring.
The Knowledge Extractor will provide Application Profiling information, resulting from this
process, to be used use by the Decision Maker in subsequent decisions required during the
management of the global life cycle required for the delivery of service to the customer.
Data Management
The Data Management will be responsible for the storage and data privacy management, of
sensitive application specific deployment information, resulting from the interaction between
the Federation Monitoring and the Knowledge Extractor.
2.5.2

Component architecture

The following figure (Figure 5) depicts the internals of the SLA management component; the
final service provides a core responsible for the assessment and enforcement of the contracts, a
repository where structured information (WS-Agreement compliant) relevant for the
component is stored and optionally a user interface where you can observe the processed SLA
on a dashboard. The service is deployed on top on any web server and connected to a MySQL
like database.
The requirements to install a working copy of the SLA core are:




Oracle JDK >=1.7
Database to install the database schema for the service: Mysql>=5.0
Maven >= 3.0
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Figure 5 SLA service architecture

The application service is described by ServiceDescriptionTerms with a Domain Specific Language
(DSL). The ServiceDescriptionTerms are intended to define a service that has to be provisioned.
 In an initial stage, the Customer Requirements are represented by a XML WS-Agreement
compliant Template as part of the Basmati Enhance Application Model (BEAM)
specification, and the Template can be used to generate an Agreement entity within the
SLA service. [Planner - SLA Generator]
 When the proposal (AgreementOffer) is accepted becomes a binding contract
(Agreement) that associates a Provider and a Consumer. [SLA Manager – Repository]
 Both templates and Agreements can describe some restrictions (DSLed) to be fulfilled
by the consumer or by the Provider. The agreement describes the GuaranteeTerms to
be fulfilled at runtime. These terms define the functional and non-functional properties
of the service and they are continuously monitored. [SLA Manager – Repository –
Assessment – Runtime Observer]
 A Violation of any restriction generates an incident and consequently the Penalty
actions specified are applied.
 The SLA Service is flexible enough to work with different monitoring systems:
o Simple monitoring systems that must be polled in order to retrieve the metrics.
o Monitoring systems that are able to push the metrics into the sla core once they
are available.
o Smart monitoring systems that are able to evaluate the constraints, and raise
the appropriate violations

In addition to the core functionalities there is an optional dashboard that can be deployed to
visualize the agreements and their associated violations and penalties at runtime.
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How the internal sub-modules within the service work is further described in the section above
(see 2.4.2). The next section 2.5.3 describes how to interact with the service through a simple
REST interface via HTTP calls.
2.5.3

Component Interfaces

The component offers a REST API; other modules can request information to the module via GET
method or create new entities within the module via POST method.
Find below a more detailed description of the interfaces provided by the module:

AGREEMENTS

GET /agreements{?providerId,consumerId,active}
Examples:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements?consumerId=user-12

GET /agreemets/{id}
Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements/agreement04

GET /agreements/{agreementId}/guaranteestatus
Example:
curl -H "Content-type: application/xml" http://localhost:8080/slaservice/agreements/{agreementId}/guaranteestatus

POST /agreements
Example:
curl -H "Content-type: application/xml" -d@agreement02.xml
http://localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements -X POST

DELETE /agreements/{agreement_id}
Example:
curl -X DELETE http://localhost:8080/sla-service/agreements/agreement04

ENFORCEMENTS
GET /enforcements
Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements

GET /enforcements/{agreementId}
Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements/agreement04

PUT /enforcements/{agreementId}/start
Example:
curl -X PUT http://localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements/e3bc4f6a5f58-453b-9f59-ac3eeaee45b2/start

PUT /enforcements/{agreementId}/stop
Example:
curl -X PUT http://localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements/e3bc4f6a5f58-453b-9f59-ac3eeaee45b2/stop
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POST /enforcements
Example:
curl -H "Content-type: application/xml" -X POST -d @enforcement.xml
http://localhost:8080/sla-service/enforcements

PROVIDERS
GET /providers
Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/providers

GET /providers/{uuid}
Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/providers/fc923960-03fe-41eb8a21-a56709f9370f

POST /providers
Example:
curl -H "Content-type: application/xml" -X POST –d @provider.xml
http://localhost:8080/sla-service/providers

DELETE /providers/{provider_id}
Example:
curl -X DELETE http://localhost:8080/sla-service/provider/fc923960-03fe-41eb8a21-a56709f9370f

TEMPLATES
GET /templates
Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/templates
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/templates?serviceIds=service02
curl http://localhost:8080/slaservice/templates?serviceIds=service02,service03

GET /templates/{template_id}
Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/templates/contract-template-200712-04

PUT /templates
Example:
curl -H "Content-type: application/xml" -X PUT -d @template01.xml
http://localhost:8080/sla-service/templates

POST /templates
Example:
curl -H "Content-type: application/xml" -X POST -d @template01.xml
http://localhost:8080/sla-service/templates

DELETE /templates/{template_id}
Example:
Curl –X DELETE http:/localhost:8080/sla-service/templates/contracttemplate-2007-12-04

VIOLATIONS
GET /violations
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Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/violations

GET /violations/{violation_id}
Example:
curl http://localhost:8080/sla-service/violations/violation94

GET
/violations/{?agreementId,guaranteeTerm,providerId,begin
,end}
Example:
curl -H "Accept: application/xml" http://localhost:8080/slaservice/violations/?agrementId=agreement04&guaranteeTerm=gt_uptime
curl "Accept: application/json" http://localhost:8080/slaservice/violations/?providerId=agreement04&begin=2014-03-18T15:23:00

PENALTIES
GET
/penalties/{?agreementId,guaranteeTerm,providerId,begin,
end}
Example:
curl -H "Accept: application/xml" http://localhost:8080/slaservice/penalties/?agrementId=agreement04&guaranteeTerm=gt_uptime
curl "Accept: application/json" http://localhost:8080/slaservice/penalties/?providerId=agreement04&begin=2014-03-18T15:23:00

2.5.4

Advance beyond the state of the art

BASMATI project main aim is the realization of an innovative brokerage platform targeting
federated cloud resources, in this context the Quality of Service (QoS) policies need to provide
the common ground to perform a common action, binding providers which not belong to the
same organisation.
The current standards like WS-Agreement describe the relationships between two entities not
covering the federation bindings between different providers. The Federation Service Level
Agreements used in BASMATI platform will be used to govern the relationships between the
members of the federation.
The Federation Service Level Agreement is a derivation, or specialisation, of the international
standard known as WS-Agreement. This extension describes a new service description element
that will be used to describe the technical and commercial details of a mono or bi-directional
relationship (see section 2.3).
The SLA Framework was developed under course of many EU projects and is included in Atos
Research and Innovation (ARI) yourCIM (Cloud Infrastructure Management) Research Incubator.
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As depicted in the figure below, the framework has been evolved and adapted for various
research projects.

Figure 6 SLA Framework evolution

In the scope of BASMATI project, the framework has been used to implement the SLA
Management module, although some of the core functionalities (enforcement or assessment)
remain the same, the module has been adapted to interact with other BASMATI modules in
order to:
-

Receive customer requirements from the BASMATI platform.
Work in conjunction with the BASMATI Service Description topology based on TOSCA specs.
Support federated scenarios thanks to the specialization of the standard specifications
used.
Be able to inject incident signalling (instead of monitoring information) from both the
infrastructure and the application layers.

3 Management Solutions for Security and Privacy (CNR)
The development of complex, Cloud-distributed software architecture like the one supporting
the BASMATI platform has necessarily to take into account security and privacy issues starting
right from the design phase. While privacy- and security-oriented research are not core topics
for the BASMATI project, this section of the deliverable reports on the design choices made by
the consortium in order to:




Ensure that the software platform as a whole and all its components satisfy current
security standards, thus preventing malevolent third parties as well as human and
computing errors to abuse the platform (e.g. by means of unauthorized access to
systems and data or by preventing users to rightfully access them).
Ensure that the data resulting from BASMATI activity is used within the scope allowed
by law, and specifically that information owned or related to the system users is
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securely store and used in such a way that it does not impair the privacy guarantees
that users are entitled to by law.
The sections of this part of the document focus on security and privacy management for the
BASMATI platform, discussing the solutions already adopted in implementing the software
architecture and their rationale, on the issue of data management security, and finally on the
issues of privacy when managing data collected by the platform in the context of the project
demonstration.

3.1 Security and Privacy of the BASMATI architecture
The BASMATI platform exposes several API to its users, and most of the standard Cloud
functions rely on standard Cloud protocols and data formats. As such, the same technological
solutions for safeguarding application access are applied to the BASMATI platform as it is seen
from the outside viewpoint.
As the project develops a new platform with innovative features, it is obvious that:



new or expanded interfaces may need to be specified toward the various categories of
users;
most importantly, all interactions among the software components of the BASMATI
platform need to be safeguarded from external intrusion/interference.

3.1.1 Technical Requirements Specification
The most general approach to security issues (if we restrict to passive methods) relies in
defining and enforcing a model for AAA (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) for the
whole system, as well as for all its components that happen to be accessible from the outside.
Within BASMATI, the effort on the accounting part doesn't need to be huge, as Accounting for
Cloud resources is already managed by the underlying Cloud providers. BASMATI uses for its
internal monitoring and resource management functions some of the accounting data routed
via monitoring interfaces. As we employ monitoring data for evaluating intelligent resource
management strategies, there is the opportunity to use the same approach and methods to
improve the platform security (thus engaging some form of active security). While this approach
can technically be supported with ease by BASMATI, the required research is out of the project
scope and was not pursued.
On the other hand, Authentication, implying identity management, as well as Authorization
mechanisms are a central issue for a platform like BASMATI, relying on the interaction among
different services distributed over a wide-area, cross-border federation of Cloud providers and
users.
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Both issues are dealt with by exploiting standard solutions from the security standpoint,
because the design of the component architecture of BASMATI and components' APIs rely
heavily on RESTful interfaces.
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural specification style that identifies
resources with URI endpoint and employs a subset of the HTTP protocol to create, read, update
and delete resources. REST has been adopted as the common protocol for connectors between
BASMATI software components. Security for REST-based service architectures is well established
and its application to BASMATI component APIs is straightforward.
In the following sections we describe how the Authentication, Message Integrity and API access
Authorization issues are managed for BASMATI REST interfaces. Section 3.1.4 summarizes the
rule for configuring REST endpoints of BASMATI components, and Section 3.1.5 outline further,
ongoing actions to harden the software platform from the security viewpoint.
3.1.2 Authentication: Mandatory use of HTTPS and Identity Management
Whenever REST is used on the internet, outside of secured networks, it is mandatory for
security enforcement that REST interfaces are only allowed to use HTTPS endpoints, allowing
clients to authenticate each other, and protecting any critical information (e.g. passwords or
operation parameters) from eavesdropping and tampering.
Each BASMATI service exposes HTTPS endpoints for its REST interfaces, where unless the
interface is open to the end-users, the set of certificates for recognized clients can be strictly
limited to known clients.
In most cases the number of connectors stemming from any given BASMATI component is
limited and the connections are stable enough that mutual client-server authentication can also
be considered for additional security without incurring significant overhead (the TLS layer
ordinarily provides HTTPS connection with server to client autentication, but it allows for
reverse client autentication via X509 certificates).
Under the assumption of TLS transport, identity management can rely primarily on the TLS layer
and the communicating entities are identified via their certificates. Permanent BASMATI
components can be deployed with a set of known certificates already preinstalled, allowing
them direct interaction among themselves. Interaction with end-users and external servers
(when part of the requirements for a BASMATI service) relies instead on the standard chain of
trust that supports ordinary certificate management.
We have thus three possible trust configurations for BASMATI services



to trust statically installed certificates
to trust certificates that can be verified with a chain of trust
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to trust installed certificates and standard chains (possibly on separate REST interfaces
and HTTPS ports)

3.1.3 Authorization: Access control policies and mechanisms
The relationships between BASMATI components are fixed in the BASMATI architecture. In
these settings, access control policies (ACP) and their enforcing mechanisms allow to fend off
unplanned component interactions that result from program errors or malicious behaviour.
Since the set of component interactions is known in advance, a static ACP can be derived for
each component and can be built-in within the components, allowing the server side of each
connector to reject any unwanted or unauthorized interaction. The ACP is implemented as a
combination of whitelisting from firewall rules (only specific addresses from known components
can connect to the target HTTPS REST port), known identities (SSL installed certificates) and
sender checking at the component boundaries.
Note that in order to allow for more than one instance of a given component to be activated in
the platform, the static ACP needs to be implemented taking into account several subcases




the ACP needs to specify if the design of the platform allows that any given accessing
component can have replicas (i.e. it is a type of component with multiple instances ) or
not (it is a singleton in the platform); in the former case, the ACP shall only allow
through the unique, known identity of the component. In the latter, a mechanism for
identifying allowed interaction needs to be defined.
In addition, the built-in ACP needs to specify and implement the concurrency
constraints that apply to any specific replicable component X (e.g. full concurrent
access, exclusive access or hand-over for cold redundancy).

3.1.4 Overall Management of Connections and Endpoints
BASMATI project partners abide the following set of rules for configuring BASMATI services and
their REST interfaces, rules that sum up all points of the previous sections.
1.
2.
3.

4.

Avoid exposing management endpoints via internet whenever not necessary. Due to the
distributed nature of BASMATI, this rule is almost never applied.
When management endpoints must be accessible via the Internet, enforce strong
authentication mechanism to the user, e.g. multi-factor.
Compartmentalize the interactions at the transport level
(a) When only a subset of entities are allowed to contact and endpoint, enforce that
subset at the transport level.
(b) Expose critical endpoints (BASMATI private interfaces, service management
interfaces) on separate HTTP ports, possibly on separate hardware networks. Employ
firewall rules or other forms of access control to protect those endpoints.
Employ consistent and pervasive error handling for all REST operations.
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3.1.5 Further hardening of REST Auth/AuthZ mechanisms
The BASMATI software architecture has been designed without employing other existing
security-related standards like JSON Web Tokens (an open standard for secure transmission of
digitally-signed JSON objects between parties) or API keys (a mechanism for mitigation of
overloading and denial of service against REST endpoints) as they were seen as redundant
mechanisms with respect to the REST over HTTPS approach.
There are however additional steps that allow to improve the security and reliability of software
that relies on REST interfaces, reducing the vulnerability of the overall system to REST abuses
either 1) by attackers or 2) as consequence of programming errors in on of the involved services.
Activity in this direction is currently ongoing within the BASMATI consortium as we plan to
harden the platform implementation toward incorrect REST usage, preventing the propagation
of attacks and errors among BASMATI software components.
-

restrict HTTP methods – as part of the isolation between components, unneeded HTTP
methods for a specific REST resource should be disabled (e.g. disallowing the use of HTTP
DELETE on a resource). As the set of allowed methods may differ among resources and
depend on the communication party, this action requires extensive REST interface rules
configuration and/or definition of multiple roles for specific REST resources.
input validation – all REST resource content provided by the other endpoint should always
be checked, validating the declared content type of the submitted operation contents
against the interface definition, as well as validating that actual content matches the
declared type (including checking for malformed, bound checking for undersized or
oversized input structures and so on). As REST is used for component connection
mechanisms, also the "client" service in a specific interaction is responsible for checking
the correctness of data received from the "server", detecting malformed results in the data
as well as in the metadata (see below).
set and check response types – REST operation will produce HTTP status codes; returning
meaningful error codes and checking for them is mandatory to avoid propagation of errors
and to detect REST interface abuse.

-

-

All the above actions rely on the permanent activity of


full, systematic documentation all REST API content – including types of all resources,
sets of allowed HTTP operation for each resource, expected results and possible errors,
including the mapping of error conditions to HTTP error codes returned via the REST
interaction.

3.2 Federation Data Management
In BASMATI we have identified three distinct data categories: (a) Application Data, (b)
Monitoring Data and (c) Federation Data. These categories help us group the data in order to
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generalize security and privacy rules, based on each category. Table 1 shows a synopsis of the
data categories and their sensitivity level.






Application data are the data that each application is creating and using in order to perform
its main functionality. It can include client data, application parameters, data from external
sources and others. These data are considered sensitive and need special anonymization
and security handling, the level of which depends on each application, as an attack on these
data could compromise the functionality of hosted applications.
Federation data are the data created and used by the BASMATI federation in order to
perform its main functionality, supporting the hosted applications. These include the SLA
negotiation logs, cloud communication rules, TOSCA files describing the applications and
others. These data are considered sensitive because any kind of attack on them could
compromise the functionality of the BASMATI platform.
Monitoring Data are the data gathered by monitoring processes, describing the
functionality of the BASMATI platform, the federation members or the hosted applications.
These data are used for analytics and performance optimization purposes that are not
directly affecting, but they can improve the functionality of the BASMATI platform or the
hosted applications. This makes their usage optional and as such they are not as sensitive as
the ones in the other two categories, allowing the BASMATI components to make
improvements on the analytics algorithms efficiency and speed rather than focusing on
security and anonymization issues.
Table 1: Data categories in BASMATI.

Data Category
Owner

Application Data
Hosted Applications

Monitoring Data
Monitoring Agents

Federation Data
BASMATI Platform

Accessed By

Hosted Applications

BASMATI Platform

Confidentiality
Sensitivity

Depends on the
application.

Analytics
Components
Low

Integrity Sensitivity
Availability
Sensitivity
Privacy Sensitivity

High
Depends on the
application.
Depends on the
application.

Medium
Low

High
Medium

Low

Low

3.2.1

High

Data Security Requirements

3.2.1.1 Data Confidentiality
This concern is about ensuring that data are accessed only by authorized entities. These entities
can be physical users, devices or even software agents that are trying to read the stored data.
Basic functionalities that are trying to manage this concern are access rights management and
encryption. The first functionality ensures that only the allowed entities will be able to access
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the data, in case they are not publicly available whereas the second ensures that no one can
intercept the data during their transfer [13]. Common attacks targeting this concern are; (a)
Packet Snifﬁng, (b) Password Attacks, (c) Keylogger, (d) Phishing and Pharming and (e) Social
Engineering [14]. Also, in cloud computing two more possible confidentiality violation methods
arise: (f) Improper Data Sanitization and (g) Data Leakage [15], [16].
3.2.1.1.1 Packet Snifﬁng
This attack is one of the most common man-the-middle attacks. It is trying to capture data
packets as they are travelling through a network, providing sneak peeks to confidential data to
the attackers. Of course, if the data are properly encrypted, the attacker will get the data
packets but she will not be able to make any sense of them without decryption.
3.2.1.1.2 Password Attacks
This attack is trying to guess the password of a user, getting access to all the confidential data
associated with her account. There are two kinds of such attacks, dictionary attacks which are
using words taking from dictionaries and brute force attacks which are forming passwords using
all available combinations of letters, numbers and symbols. Of course, the first attack fails if the
password is not a word included in the dictionary and the latter can take a great quantity of time
if the password contains characters, numbers and symbols instead of containing only numbers
or only characters. This is the case because the more available characters, numbers and symbols
we have, the more the possible combinations are so the algorithm needs to try way more
combinations before finding the password.
3.2.1.1.3 Keylogger
Keyloggers are pieces of software that create logs of all the keys pressed on a user’s keyboard.
This enables the attacker to analyze the stream of keystrokes and extract useful information like
login credentials or credit card numbers. This type of attack can either recreate confidential data
by re-typing the keys pressed to create the original data or, more commonly, steal the user’s
password and gain access to all data available to her.
3.2.1.1.4 Phishing and Pharming
These two types of attack are closely related and they depend on human error, belonging to the
more general category of attacks called social engineering. The first one is trying to trick a user
into providing to the attacker sensitive information, such as her access credentials, usually by
posing as an authority entity and requesting the information. For example, a common attack of
this type is for the attacker to send an email, posing as a service provider, and request from the
user to re-type her credentials for verification. Of course, the credentials are then forwarded to
the attacker and a verification success message is sent to the user in order for her to not suspect
the attack and change the provided credentials. Pharming is similar to this with the difference
that instead of directly communicating with the targeted user, the attacker creates a website,
mimicking a recognizable one, in order for the user to get confused and provide her credentials
to the fake website, which are then forwarded to the attacker.
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3.2.1.1.5 Improper Data Sanitization
When data are deleted, it is important to also invalidate any effort of accessing them by having
access to the physical data host. This is important because even when migrating from a cloud
provider to another, traces of the confidential data exist in the original provider’s hard disks.
These traces can be used to reconstruct the data, which can then be stolen by attackers. A
mechanism must be in place to perform “shredding” functionality, which destroys even these
traces after a data deletion is performed.
3.2.1.1.6 Data Leakage
Relying on a third party for data storage can be a matter of trust for most companies. In order
for a company to accept giving its data for storage to a cloud provider it needs to trust the
provider completely, because confidential data can worth many money to some attackers,
money that can be used to pay the cloud provider in order to leak these data intentionally,
without the owner of the data ever knowing about this transaction. Two common solutions to
this problem is having the data encrypted before they are served to the cloud provider for
storage and partitioning the data packets to different cloud providers so that none of them can
share the full data packets by itself. With the first solution the attacker will get encrypted data
that will make no sense and with the second the attacker will get only partial information that in
most cases cannot be used for any practical purpose.
3.2.1.2 Data Integrity
The second major concern in data security is considering the insurance that no data can be
altered or be corrupted by an unintentional or malicious action. Each data packet must be
editable only by authorized entities, and a mechanism must be available in order to validate
both that the data were edited or created by authorized entities and that the data sent from
one point of the federation are the same as the ones arriving at the receiving point, because the
data packets can be modified during transfer from a number of causes, such as malicious action
or network malfunction [13]. Two common methods of tackling this concern involve data
validation and user accountability. The first tries to validate the data structure and content,
identifying un-authorized changes while the second ensures that every change in the data can
be traced back to a registered entity. Common attacks targeting data integrity include: (a)
Salami attacks, (b) Trust relationship attacks, (c) Man-in-the-middle attacks and (d) Session
hijacking attacks [14].
3.2.1.2.1 Salami attacks
These attacks are very large groups of attacks that cause minimal damage to each data packet.
Each one of these attacks can be ignored as the damage it is causing is minimal and can be
considered network glitch but when one looks at the larger picture, a pattern emerges that
causes considerable damage. For example, each attack could shift one bit of data from one data
packet travelling through the cloud, so that a user could never notice the difference. When this
attack is applied as a group of millions of attacks however, we could be looking at total system
collapse, because millions of bits are being randomly shifting from traveling data packets.
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3.2.1.2.2 Trust relationship attacks
These kind of attacks are trying to exploit the trust relationships between different nodes of the
network infrastructure. In a cloud federation this is a serious issue as the whole federation
concept is built on mutual trust. Commonly, attackers are posing as a trusted node and sent
data changing requests to another node in order to corrupt the data. The receiving node is
tricked into trusting the requests and accepts the corrupted data as genuine.
3.2.1.2.3 Man-in-the-middle attacks
This attack is similar to packet sniffing, as described earlier in this document, with the difference
that the attacker is now trying to modify the data, not just read them. This means that even if
the data packets caught by the attacker are encrypted, the attacker can still change them
randomly, with no knowledge of what the original data packet contained or what the modified
packet now contains. If they are unencrypted the attacker has even more control, changing
specific pieces of the data packet as she sees fit.
3.2.1.2.4 Session hijacking attacks
During these attacks, the attacker is trying to gain access to a transaction session in order to
automatically authorize any request she makes. This works because the user authentication is
usually done during the handshake phase, which is completed in the first steps of the session,
after that all nodes participating in the session are considered trusted and any request
performed by them is considered as genuine.
3.2.1.3 Data Availability
This concern is about ensuring that each entity will be able to access the data it requests at all
times, for a pre-specified duration. This means that the infrastructure hosting the data will be
accessible through the network at all times and that the data will not be deleted or moved for
the pre-specified duration. Data availability has a pre-defined delay threshold, as set in the
Service Level Agreement (SLA) signed by the data host and the data owner, so a delay in serving
the requested data larger than the threshold is considered a data availability violation as is the
partial or complete data loss [13]. Commonly, this is tackled by redundancy and backup
measures. Common attacks targeting data availability include: (a) DoS & DDoS, (b) SYN flood
attacks and ICMP flood attacks and (c) Infrastructure Attacks [14]. In addition, the third party
dependencies that a cloud architecture imposes gives rise to a new data availability hole: (d)
Vendor Lock-in [17].
3.2.1.3.1 DoS & DDoS
Denial of Service (DoS) and more specifically Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are
gaining more and more popularity with all the cloud providers that are entering the market at
accessible prices. These attacks are trying to delay or even crash a system by making a huge
number of requests. In the case of DDoS, these requests are coming from a number of
independent systems, commonly placed in different geographic locations, working together as a
distributed system.
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3.2.1.3.2 SYN flood attacks and ICMP flood attacks
These attacks are based on the handshake process of the TCP connections. In detail, an attacker
following this method sends a huge number of TCPSYN packets to a server, trying to initiate TCP
connections, but she never sends SYN-ACK pack back to the server, leaving the connection
incomplete and the server waiting for an acknowledgement. This delays the server when it is
trying to establish connection with actual users, having to wait until the fake requests time out.
ICMP flood attacks work in pretty much the same fashion, with the exception that the attacker is
sending ICMP packets instead of TCPSYN packets.
3.2.1.3.3 Infrastructure Attacks
These attacks are targeting the data store infrastructure, trying to disable the actual machines
that house the data. They may vary from electrical grid attacks, trying to shut down or overload
the electrical network, or even physically assaulting the data servers. In any case, this category
of attacks cannot be handled by a cloud federation but it should be handled by each cloud
provider.
3.2.1.3.4 Vendor Lock-in
The lack of standardization in cloud data storage technologies are causing high dependencies on
specific cloud providers, making hard or even impossible to migrate from one provider to
another. This is the case because each provider is using different technologies in data storage
and data encryption so in order to move to another provider, the data owner needs to convert
all the data, the data structures and the encryption to a format compatible with the
technologies used by the new provider. This gives power over the data to the cloud provider,
possibly affecting the data availability.

3.3 Security and privacy of BASMATI use-cases data.
In this section we focus on the security and privacy constraint that apply to data collected by the
BASMATI platform. We deal with the specific issues related to handling real-world data that
happens to be collected by BASMATI while operating, as part of this data has to be exploited to
support the research activities of the project.
As already mentioned in previous sections, BASMATI goals do not include research on security.
The project partners do apply state-of-the-art security measures to all components; hence
security of data within the system is granted by the architecture implementation and interfaces.
No effort is made toward integration of more sophisticated mechanisms (e.g. Authorization
policies for data that are dynamic or allow protecting data with varying granularity).
On the other hand, for data gathered on the field during system activity, and particularly by the
project use cases, the primary issue is that information is sourced from bystanders' mobile
devices. The produced data is (or may be) linked to real users, and as a consequence lawmandated user privacy and security guarantees on data storage and handling do apply both to
the raw data gathered and to any dataset derived from that primary source.
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During the DAS Fest the different parts of the BASMATI system will collect information that
result in two different datasets:
-

WMD – dataset generated via wifi-based monitoring of nearby devices placed within the
DAS Fest area; the data source includes minimal information about the devices, typically
MAC address, time of detection, GPS location of the monitoring station.
ACD – dataset from app-based data collection, gathered by the DAS Fest app; this dataset
contains a wider range of data whose original users provided explicit consent to collection
when installing the app.

-

The following two sections detail how the two datasets are managed within BASMATI.
3.3.1 WIFI-Monitoring based Dataset (WMD)
The WMD data is collected by several WIFI-enabled sensors scattered around the festival area.
Users are warned on the web site of this passive data collection, and a warnign ad description of
the data collection process and its scope is made well evident when entering the festival area.
The set of sensors consists of WIFI hotspots placed within the festival area that only infer the
presence of anonymous bystanders by the gathered MAC addresses of mobile devices detected
within their range. That is, each sensor publishes a WIFI network and periodically records the
MAC address of devices that announce themselves when scanning for available networks. Only
MAC addresses and temporal information is recorded in the raw dataset, as the sensor cannot
detect the real position of mobile devices and no data connection is ever established.
As a side node, many mobile devices nowadays employ pseudo random MAC addresses when
they are not connected to a Wi-Fi network. They also periodically change the anonymized mac
addresses for network announcement in order to reduce the detail of user tracking from
untrusted Wi-Fi hotspots. As a consequence, part of the raw data is already anonymized and
segmented up at the source; older, as well as Wi-Fi connected devices however show up with a
reliable MAC. It should also be noted that by merging together the raw data, record matching
from different sensor allows limited triangulation and user path detection.
Two privacy issues arise in this context




In order to perform the project research activities, the data must be made available (in
source form or after suitable preprocessing) to consortium partners in a safe and legal
way.
Much more stringent constraints apply to the case of generating an open dataset for
general research use.

While the research team producing this dataset from the raw data is investigating any available
option to produce a final dataset that can be legally released for scientific research, the
consortium will stick to the letter of the rules for any interim release of the dataset.
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Any data will be available for scientific research only and exclusively to the project
partners.
After merging the data and identifying user track where possible, all potentially private
information of the bystanders will be removed from the data by anonymization. MAC
addresses, IP addresses if available, inferred user identifiers will all be replaced by new,
anonymous identifiers cryptographically crafted, making de-anonymization impossible.
A temporal shift of small random amount will be added to the data points to prevent
the use of out of band information to de-anonymize the data.

The WMD dataset will be prepared by the CNR team, and will be distributed according to the
Italian legal constraints (which subsume the corresponding EU laws concerning privacy and data
protection). All consortium partners will be able to access the dataset on condition that it is
managed in compliance with the same legal constraints that the dataset crafter obeys and that
it is used within the scope of BASMATI, including the obligations to never communicate the
dataset outside the consortium and never deanonymize the data.
It is still a matter of research if the WMD dataset could be anonymized enough to be legally
released as a publicly available dataset to researchers while still providing useful information. If
needed, a separate and stronger anonymization process may be used when generating the
publicly available dataset.
3.3.2 Application Collected Dataset (ACD)
The ACD dataset collected within the DAS FEST mobile app will have on the one hand more
manageable privacy constraints, as we can effectively tell the user at application-install time the
scope of the data collection, what data is collected, who will manage the data and the scope of
the associated research. Then we can ask the user for an explicit and informed consent.
On the other hand a larger amount of more diverse and personal kinds of data can be gathered
by the application than with anonymous sensors (e.g. GPS lock, various phone sensors, users
preferences from the app; theoretically, any metadata or data the user allows the application to
handle). While the ACD dataset can provide a stronger insight on the behavior of users, the
constraint of correct anonymization of the data becomes more stringent, and it is more difficult
to identify a subset of the data.

4 Conclusions
In this deliverable, we presented the main functionalities of the Basmati SLA Manager module,
the specification of the mechanisms for ensuring quality in BASMATI, as well as the Quality of
Services (QoS) policies approach for the management of federated cloud resources.
It was described the role of the Service Level Agreement (SLAs) in BASMATI for the management
of monitored agreements between different entities of the platform. The workflows across
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other modules of the Basmati Platform have been described in order to guarantee the flow of
the information contained in the SLA/BEAM documents describing and controlling the service
delivered to customers of the Platform.
It was presented the Federation Service Level agreement, a specialization of the WS-Agreement,
used to establish mono or bi-directional relationships between the entities involved in the
federation.
Finally, an account was given about how the consortium manages the issues related to the
security of the BASMATI software platform and of the data it holds, as well as how the security
and privacy issues are managed that relate to the user data collected by the use case
demonstrators.
The work carried out on this report take into consideration the federation concept documented
in “D.4.1 Dynamic Cloud Federation: Design and Specification”, the mechanism reported follow
the design illustrated in “D.2.3. Global Architecture Design”. The techniques described in this
report are compliant with the international standard known as WS-Agreement.
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